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Candidate protests draft
BY HAROLD ATCHISON
Stiff Writer

Mustang D1lli,-Jlm Moo,.

David Bergland, Libertarian U.S. Senatorial candidate
compared the draft to slavery in a Tuesday speech in
Chumash.

CAR 'met expectations'
BY MIKE CARROLL

He added that gym registra·
tion tended to obscure which
Though Cal Poly's Computer courses were in demand. Many
Assisted Registration left 43 students, he said, came out of
percent of students with partial t h e gym with c o m p l e t e
schedules this fall. "CAR is do schedules, but it was difficult to
ing exactly what it's suppose to tell if they got the courses they
be doing," the university's wanted or if they were forced to
choose alternatives.
registrar said Monday.
Staff Writer

Gerald N. Punches reported 31
percent of students received
schedules exactly as they re
quested, while another 26 per
cent had complete schedules but
with classes that had different
times and teachers.

Please see page 3

get involved in wars between
"client states." These small wars
could lead to "the war that must
be avoided: the nuclear war
between the United States and
Russia.
"Libertarians aren't opposed
to the idea of a military," he said,
"or to national defense. What
w e 're
opposed
to
is
imperialism-the United States
meddling in other nation's af.
fairs."
,
Bergland said our nation's
policy of "no entangling
alliances" had worked fine until
it was exchanged for imperialism
at the tum of the century. When
a student from the audience said
that was isolationism, Bergland
told him he was wrong.
"We should have an absolutely
free market for international
trade," he said; it was political
machinations that Bergland said
he objected.
Bergland listed several pro
draft points he said people often

About 40 people sat i n
Chumash auditorium yesterday
to hear David Bergland, the
Libertarian candidate for United
States Senate, attack the draft
for bein g "immoral" and
"stupid."
"Slaves make lousy defenders
of freedom," he told the mid-day
audience, and described the draft
as ''the classic victimless crime:
the crime is turning 18, and the
penalty is two years at hard
labor."
1n a speech cut short by
scheduling problems, the Costa
Mesa attorney laid out his argu·
ment against the draft.The draft
is immoral, he said, because it
"violates the primacy of human
liberty."
"You have the absolute right
to exercise control over your
life," he told his listeners. "With
the draft you lose that right."
The foundation of the Liber
tarian Party, Bergland said, is
respect for one another's rights,
See related story on page 5
and added· that "government
ought to start showing us some
respect. "
bring up and answered each one.
The national chairman of the
"Some people say we need a
eight-year-old
party
gave
strong military
force
to
another argument against the
guarantee
our
supply
of
oil,"
he
draft. With a larger pool of
said, and stated that a free inter
military manpower, he said,
national market for energy
there is a greater willingness to

would cut our dependence on
OPEC.
To the charge that the all·
volunteer force is filled with
"stupid soldiers" he said, "pay
them what they're worth," and
added that money for salary in·
creases should go to the mid·
level technical personnel who are
starting to leave the military in
large numbers.
Be r g l a n d s a i d ca l l i n g
volunteer soldiers "mercenaries"
was bad labeling. "These people
have needed skills and should be
paid accordingly," he said.
A woman from the audience
asked Bergland if he thought
women should be drafted and he
said no one should be drafted.
but added "any human being
who has the ability to perform a
function should get equal treat·
ment."
Bergland didn't advocate draft
evasion, but did say people could
and should resist the draft
through vocal, political means.
"People should just get up and
say, Nol This is my life, my
future,'' he said.
Until last year, Bergland was a
law professor at the Western
State University College of Law
in Fullerton. He has been the
Libertarian party candidate for
vice-preaident, state senator and
state attorney general.

War divides Cal Poly opinion
BY TOM KINSOLVING
Staff Writer

One Teheran resident quoted
in a recent Newsweek article
referred to the effect of-lhe latest
Iraqi air raid as causing
"pandemonium, a real wailing
and gnashing of teeth."

Because a larger number of
students are ending up with in
' complete schedules, add-drop ac·
tivity should be on the increase
this year, Punches said.

Thousands of Iranians had
climbed to their rooftops ex·
claiming "Allah Akbar" (God is
Great), some firing small arms
into the sky at unseen Iraqi
fighter planes.
Major oil refineries have been
bombed. A Japanese oil tanker
was attacked by Iranian machine
gun fire at Shatt al Arab, a mud
dy waterway between Iraq and
Iran.
The Iranian-Iraqi war, now in·
to its second week, has gripped•
the attention of the world.
Japan, Western Europe and
the United States are worried of
a possible blockade of the Per·
sian Gulf's Strait of Hormuz,
which could cut off enough oil to
precipitate a serious worldwide
recession. Analysts predict a
lengthy oil shutoff would send
the price of a barrel of crude to
more than $200.

The registrar noted the two
Dia.in benefits of CAR over gym
registration are that the com
puter system saves time while in
dicating which courses are most
in demand.

Why have Iraq and Iran, two
Islamic nations united in the war
against Isreal and opposed to
Soviet
i nterv e n t ion
in
Afghanistan, now turned on one
another?
Some of the �uses, declared
by Iraq's President Suddam
'Hussein, have included disputes
over territorial sovereignty and
1charges that Iran is fomenting
,internal instability in Iraq.

CAR allows the seven days of
academic year previously used
for gym registration to be
diverted to other purposes, Pun
ches said.
Also, CAR will provide ad
. 'strators with demand data
abowing the classes students
•an t to take most. Once this in·
bnnation is processed, staffing
llld facilities can be diverted to
:be courses most in demand, the
'strar explained.

Iranian President Abolhassan
Bani-Sadr, however, said, "Both
the Iraqis and the Americans
have as their common good the
overthrow of the revolutionary
regime in Iran. They want to
relace us with American pup·
pets...".

"This doesn't mean we could
lllrnediately go out and hire 10
re instructors for a particular
io n," Punches aid.
lie noted that since the univer·
· Y's growth is limited, adding
lections for one course would
1...... taking away faculty and
'OQIJties in another.

Mustang D1lli,-O.n Stem1u

"At least we now know the de
d is there," the r gistrar
!tid.

Nishan Havandjian, a new journalism instructor, helped
reporter Tom Kinsolving with background information on
the Iran-Iraqi conflict.

Cal Poly Professor Joseph
Weatherby, who teaches middle
eastern politics, predicts that
even in the event of an Iran-Iraqi
peace settlement, there is no
assurance of a permanent peace
between the two nations.
"It's a long-standing conflict
that goes back at least 5,000

years," said Dr. Weatherby,
citing the conflicting Islamic
doctrines of the two regimes.
Most Iranians are Shiites and
the I r a q i l e a der s h i p is
predominantly Sunni.
Weatherby said Iraq and Iran
are politically "diametrically op·
posed," adding that Iraq is now
attempting to establish na·
tionalistic dominance in the
Arab world.
He said he thinks the United
States, having severed relations
with Iraq years ago, is not plot·
ting with the Baghad govern·
ment against Iran, nor is it sup
plying weapons to Iraq.
An Iranian Poly student, who
withheld his name, accused the
American government of in
stigating the war and called the
Iraqi demand for territorial
sovereignty "bulls-."
He felt the conflict could result
in World War III. When asked
why Iraq was being publicly sup
ported by other Arab nations
such as Saudi Arabia, Jordan
and Kuwait, the Iranian student
replied, "They want to stop the
spreading revolution."
An Iraqi student, also
withholding his name, said Iran
has reneged on ter ritorial
agreements and that military ac·
tion is "the only way" to settle
it.

Inside today
The battle between the two
faculty unions, the United
Professors of California and
the Congress of Faculty
• Associations, continues. For
stories on the up-coming elec·
tion that will decide which is
to represent the faculty at the
collective bargaining table,
and the new salary plan for
professors that has resulted
in a law suit, see page 9.
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Planes deployed to Saudi Arabia
WA SHINGTO N
A
( P)-The Pentagon an
nounced today that the
United States is sending
four
highly sensitive
AWACS radar planes to
Saudi Arabia to help
bolster the oil-rich nation's
air defense capabilities.
The move came amid in
creased concern that the
current Iran-Iraq war
could spill over into Saudi
Arabia or other Persian
Gulf countries.
Pentagon spokesm an
Thomas B. Ross told
reporters at a briefing that
in response to a request by
the Saudi government the
United States "has in·
itiated the temporary
deployment of Airborne
Warning and Control
Systems aircraft to Saudi
Arabia."
"This deployment 1s
purely for defensive pur
poses. It is designed to
track aircraft for the pur·
pose of providing addi·
tional warning for Saudi
Arabian defenses," Ross
said.
The spokesman said one
of the planes-which are
c a ll e d A WA C S- h a d
already taken off for Saudi
Arabia from Tinker Air
Force Base in Oklahoma
and that the remaining
three would be leaving
i
a matter of hours."
"wthin
He said that the planes
would be flying directly to
Saudi Arabia with aerial
refueling, covering the
disance in 17 to 18 hours.
The AWACS deploy
ment will involve a total of
approximately 300 U.S.

Newsline

military personnel as well
as support cargo planes to
fly supplies to ground
facilities in Saudi Arabia,
according to defense of
ficials.
In anno u ncing the
SA CRAMENT O fire even in GOP ranks.
AWACS deployment,Ross (AP)-Ronald Reagan has But Republicans expect
stressed that the move did never lost an election in some gains in congres
not mean the United Ca lifo r n i a.
P resident sional and legislative races.
States was taking sides in Carter has never won one
Ticket splitting between
the Iran·Iraq war.
here.
Demo cratic
an d
"The United States
And although Reagan's Republican candidates has
government unequivocally once-overwhelming lead in a long histor y in California,
reaffirms its position of his home state has been and there's no sign that
neutrality," he said, ad· steadily shrinking, that tradition will change in
ding that Washington doesn't indicate rising en· 1980.
favors the soonest possible thusiasm for Carter.
A lt hough Democrats
ending of hostilities in the
In one recent poll, more have had a 20 percent
Persian Gulf-region.
than a third of California's regis t ration edge over
Defense officials said the voters said Reagan would Republicans for 30 years,
sending of the radar planes do a " poor" or "very poor" the s tate has voted
was decided upon in job as president. But those Republican in six of the
response to a request same voters gave Carter past seven presidential
which Saudi Arabia for and independent presiden· e l e c t i o n s. H o w e v e r ,
mally made to the U.S. on tial candidate JohnAnder· Democrats have captured
Monday. That request son even lower marks.
a m ajorit y of other
followed several days of in·
Despite the odds against political offices in the state
tensive consultations with u p sett i n g R epublican over those same years.
the Saudis.
the
Reagan
here,
The key factor in Califor·
The AWACS planes, Democratic president is
which are modified ver· mounting a $2.1 million nia 's presidenti al race
sions of Boeing 707 jets, challenge in California. could be Anderson's show·
are intended to help nearly 60 percent more ing.
In a September survey,
upgrade SaudiArabia's air than Reagan's campaign
defense
capa bilities- says it will spend in the polls t er Mervin Field
reported
the
Illinois
particularly in detecting state.
Those
figures ran k Republican was attracting
any possible low-level at·
California with New York exactly double the percen·
tack.
According to defense of and Texas as prime tage of Democrats as
ficials, the U.S. planes are battlegrounds-at least in Republicans-22 percent
able to detect low-flying terms of spending-of the to 11 percent-in a three·
aircraft as far as 250 1980 presidential cam· way contest.
nautical miles away. This paign.
B ut Field says that
would give them the
In other races on the u n l e s s
A n d e r s on
capability to monitor the Nov. 4 ballot, Republican dramatically improves his
vital Strait of Hormuz, U.S. Senate candidate Paul overall 18 percentage point
through which much of the Gann's effort to deny share, he might drop sud·
oil exported from the Mid· Democratic incumben,t denly be.loJ:
Nov. 4,
dle East to western coun· Alan Cranston a third tenh su bstant:1
boosting
tries passes.
has failed so far to catch Carter's chances.

Polls predict close Calif. race

Carter pledges to aid industry
WA SHINGTON
A
( P)-President Carter,
preparing to take bis battle
for re-election to the na·
tion's industrial heartland,
announced Tuesday he will
seek extended environmen·
tal deadlines to help ailing
steel manufacuters com·
pete with over s eas
manufacturers.
Saying "a healthy and
modernized steel industry
1s vital to our nation's
economy and also to our
nation's security," Carter
also unveiled a liberalized
tax depreciation schedule
for steelmakers.
The measures could
result in domestic steel
prices rising by as much as
26 percent, industry of·
ficials said.
The president announced
the measures at the Ex
ecutive Office Building
next to the White House
just before he begins cam·
paign visits to several key
steel-producing states. The
nation's five leading steel
states-three of which
Carter will visit Wednes
day and Thursday-have
112 electoral votes out of
270 needed to win.
Carter will make cam·
paign visits to Michigan,
Ohio and Pennslyvania on
Wednesday andThursday.
The other two leading steel
states are Illinois and In·
diana.
Plants have been closing,
workers have been laid off,
and Democrats in Con·
gress have warned Carter
that he could fare poorly in
ihdustrial states if there is
no program to restore

J"t109•

�
In an apparent referen
to those who a dvocate It
reduced governme�t role
business, Carter S8ld:
co mpr e h en s �Ve
"The
steel agreement that we \>e
reached is proof that tbe
proper role of governme�t
is to be a partn er ltl
economic change, not all
impediment and: a�so not
an unwitting or mdifferent
spectator."
Though he didn't name
names, Carter's statement
seemed to be a jab at
Repub lican pres iden tial
rivalRonald Reagan, who
has been preachin g a line of
n o n-go v ern m e n t a l in
terference in the private
business sector.
"In today's real world, a
quick fix for one particular
problem easily means
fol'
quick trouble
said.
others," the president
The industry has been
hurt in recent years by
rapidly rising wages,
reduced product demand, a
lag in capital investment
and import competition
from Japan and Europe.

ltt

Administration officials,
from the president on
down, were quick to deny
that the new environmen·
tal plans amounted to a
relaxation of air and water
pollution standards. In·
stead, they used the phrase
"Stretchout"-more com·
monly called upon to
describe an industrial
system in which workers
produce more without an
increase in pay.
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TUES.

FOOTBALL

FREE POPCORN
75¢BEER
25¢HOTDOGS

2O� COCKTAILS

It's Tipsy Tuesday

Where does science fiction end and
reality begin? It's all in the mind's eye.
Be it the creative imagination used to
produce Star Wars, The Black Hole, and
The Empire Strikes Back, or the more
scientific approach of hypothesis test,
ing and experimentation, the distant
galaxies of science fiction coalesce into
reality with the advanced technology
now l:leing developed at a company
called TRW.
It was the Defense and Space Systems
Group-of TRW who made possible the
Viking Lander biological experiment
which looked for life on Mars and the
High Energy Astronomical Observatory
which looks for quasars, pulsars and
black holes in deep space. Profession
als at TRW-OSSG are now involved in
such impressive technologies as high

energy lasers, communications systems.
plus other future projects still consider
ed science fiction.

A company called TRW will be on
campus...

OCTOBER 22·24
to interview graduates in scien·
tif1c and technical disciplines.
Contact the placement office to sche
dule your appointment If unable to
meet with us, send your -resume to:

College Relations
Bldg. RS/8196 CPSLO9/80
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Every Tuesday starting at 7 pm
Well drinks only.
Prices go up 10¢ every 15 minutes til 9 pm

COMING ATTRACIIONS
Oct. 4 CALIF. CHAMPIONSHIP FEMALE
MUD WRESTLING -THIS SATURDAY
Oct. 22'Male Burlesque' Returns
Coming Later this month:
Charley Musselwhite
,NOW PLAYING:
The Salas Sisters

401 Shell Beach Road • Pismo Beach, CA• 93449
DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP
ENERGY SYSTEMS GROUP

773-5667
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Computer shows classes students want most

From page 1

Punches aid the univer
sity does not have the staf
fing and facilities to ac
comodate the more than 40
percent who received par-

tial schedules this quarter.

But, he said, "We're
reasonably close to having
the faculty and facilities
needed for an institution of
thi ize.

One of the disadvantages
of CAR is its inability to
provide students enough
alternatives when the
courses chosen are filled
up, Punches noted.
evertheles , less than 1

percent of students this received only 13 of the 16 the classes he wanted.
quarter chose to fill in Box units he requested.
Half of the schools in the
9A on their CAR forms.
M i k e C a m e r o n. a California State University
the one space for listing an freshman in architecture, and Colleges system now
alternative course. Pun had no complaints with the have computer assisted
ches said just over a hun system since it gave him registration.
dred students out of the
15,300 who went through
the CAR procedures used
Box 9A correctly.
.
The misunderstandings
surrounding Box 9A may
force administrators to do
away with it later this
year, he said. But an in
crease in the number of
Grow with our organization!
s p aces for alterna te
As Management Understudy, your initial
courses may occur within
assignments will expose you to all pro
the next few years, the
duction
departments within the campony
registrar indicated.
(press, art, camera, & moiling). From this
Punches summed up his
background, you will hove the opportuni
opinion of CAR by saying
ty for rapid advancement as we expand
it was "in some ways" an
our operations throughout the sunbelt.
improvement over the old
system. although the com·
We are looking for individuals with strong
puter system must be im
potential. Backgrot•nd in printing or
proved as time goes on.
graphic communications preferred, with a
B.S. degree or equivalent desirable.
Overall. new st.udents
did not seem Lo mind their
Von/De Puolishing Co. a division of
first bout with CAR.
Harte-Honks Communications, Inc., will
"l t worked out pretty
be on campus, October 10, to interview
well for me.·· said Eric
December, Morch and June graduates.
Julit•n. a freshman in elec·
Please sign up for interviews at the Place•
tr onil' engineering. Julien
ment Office.
received all but one of the
For further information, contact:
courses he selected on the
Director of Human Resources
CAH form. "CAR savt >d
.
time and !'fforl .. he said.
Russ \Villiams. on the
16161 Gothard Street
other hand, said he was not
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
happy with the systt>m.
E.O.E. mlf
ThP freshman environnw.fl
tal engineering maJor

MANAGEMENT
UNDERSTUDY

Van/De Publishing Company

Cal Poly registrar Gerard Punches
examines the results of this

quarter's CAR which he claims are
encouraging.
1e q
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Christianity not prostituted, says D.j
SAN BERNARDINO,
Calif. (AP) - Rick Painter
has been accused of
''p r o s t i t u t i n g
Christianity" because he
runs beer commercials
during the Dodger games
and plays songs by
atheists on his religious
raclio station.
But Painter, 26, on his
first job as a radio station
programmer, says he's
raised the radio station's
audience from "abysmal
levels'' to compete with the
rock stations that crowd
KQLH-FM from both ends
of the clial in Riverside, San
Bernardino, Orange and
parts of Los Angeles
counties.
"We do not make this
stand, that .if it's not
contrary to orthodox
Christianity, we'll put it
on," he said. For instance,
Painter said he would not

play former Beatie eorge
Harrison's "My
Lord," about his Kri na
beliefs. But Painter ha
Harri son'
p l a yed
"Faster," about car racing.

"I wouldn't play 'Kiss
You AU Over,' by Exile,"
Painter said, "because it
goes against Christian
beliefs about sex without
marriage.
But that
doesn't mean he won't play
any song about love
between a man and woman.
He said he was accused
of
"p r o s t i t u t i ng
Christianity" when he
allowed beer commercials
during Dodger games,
which his station carries.
"But I look at it like, the
commercials are trying to
sell a brand of beer, and
anyone who's going to
respond
already drinks
..
ee
r.
b
Referring 1.0 polls that

show a majority of the
outh consider
nation's
themselves religious, and
el im to believe in God or a
universal being, Painter
points out, that religious
radio stations playing
hymns and sermons rank
on the bottom of all the
ratings charts.
"If the pollsters are
right, if most people are
r e ally int erested
in
spirituarthings, something
is wrong with radio," said
Painter.
"I don't think our
market is that much dif
ferent from major markets
like Chicago or P itt
sburgh," said Painter. "If
someone was willing to go
out on a limb, I think our
format would work there,
too."

Ard Special Guest· Saturday, October foorth , Two shows se.e, and ten in the evening·
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A.SJ. RECREATION AND TOURNAMENTS
COMMITTEE PRESENTS
FALL QUARTER MINI CLASSES

(creekside in creamery)

WED:

International Hamburgers
Famous French Fries
Dinner Specials

THURS:

FRI:

Chili
(Salad, Garlic Bread & Drink
included)
Tacos 49¢ ea. 3 for $ 1.25
Spaghetti Stuffer
(Salad, Garlic Bread & Drink
included)

HAPPYHOUR 3T06DAILY!

25¢BEER
543-8513
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Nuclear Energy Forum

Scienhsts and Engineers for Secure Ene
rgy (SE2 J
has mv,ted d1stmgu,shed scientists to part
icipate in this
forum of views on nuclear energy No pers
onal fee
or paym_ent of any kmd has been made to mdwiduals
expre ssing their opinions here. The views expressed
are those of the scientists. Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, as a contributor to Scientists and Engineers
for Secure Energy, is sponsonng this ad.

''

DR. FREDERICK SEITZ ON ENERGY INDEPENDENCE.

ucearene
ISVI •
uc1n our
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■
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Dr. Frederick Seitz
President Emeritu
Rockefeller University
and Past President
National Academy of cience
Dr Seitz isa rec1p1ent ot the National
Medal of Science. the nations l11ghesr
award m science He ,s the Olla,rman
ot 1tie Sloan- Keuer,ng ln�fllute for
Cancer Research and holds 24
honorary degrees from un,vers,r,es
,n this country and abroad

"America basically depends on oil,
coal, gas, and nuclear energy as fuels to
generate electric energy. President Carter
declared that the U.S. must reduce its oil
imports by nearly a half. To accomplish
this we must rely more on other fuels,
but especially nuclear.
"Coal is abundant in America, but
. it is associated with potentially serious
envir.onmental problems. Health, trans
portation and labor problems are also
frequently related to coal.
"Natural gas is a valuable source
that is getting more difficult to find, Its
clean burning qualities make it better
suited as a home fuel and for certain
production processes.
"Solar energy holds promise for
the future, but we still haven't found an
economical way to generate electricity
from it.
"Of all our alternatives, nuclear
energy is in the best position to move
ahead to help achieve our goal of reduc
ing foreign oil imports. Furthermore, it
costs less to generate electricity with
nuclear energy than it does with oil, coal,
or gas.
_ "Last y ear nuclear generating
stations saved the equivalent of nearly
20 billion gallons of oil in America.
When California's Diablo Canyon nuclear
generating station is in full operation, it
alone will save 840 million gallons of oil
a year. It also will-save customers hundreds
of millions of dollars annually simply
because nuclear fuel costs less.
"Clearly, we must reduce
our dependence on foreign
oil. Just as clearly, we need
to rely on nuclear energy to
help meet that goal?'
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Formed ,n 1976 Sc,ent, ts and Engmeers tor Secure
Energy ,s a society concerned about incorrect. confuSJng arid untrue ,nformat,on being spread by or ganIzed groups agams: nuclear technology The effons of
these groups are designed to scare bewilder and m,slead Amencans mto abandoning a domes11cally availaofe nuclear resource Jhal s been thoroughly tested •

and proven over the pasJ thirty years Nuclear energy
has kept the lights on in much of the countr:y during
coal strikes OIi embargoes and natural gas shortages
The soc,ety does not claim that technologies mclud,ng
nuclear energy are free of faults It also encourages
frank and vigorous debates m search of belter understanding The society hopes this senes of statements

w1f' cont'1bu1e to the understanding that nuclear
energy has the potenllal to bnng enormous benefits to
America and the world It has served
well for a lhIrd
of a century The society supports the mustenng of our
best thoughts-not our worst fears-to continue to
utilize this potenflaf wis ely and safely
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Libertarian Bergland

Washington has sour touch

BY JIM MAYER
Stall Writer

To David Bergland, the
Libertarian candidate for
the United States Senate,
"n on-involvement' is the
simple solution.
It's a solution to impen
ding wars, to inflation and
to energy shortages. The
answer, Bergland said at
Cal Poly Tuesday, is
always the same, don't
touch.
•· Everything Washing·
ton touches goes sour,"
Bergland has said. Regula
tion has crippled American
business. fouled foreign
policy and
strangled
domestic oil supplies. But
above all, Bergland said
.
"big government . has
stifled the rights of
Americans.··
Bergland is running a
third party campaign
against the Democratic in
cumbent Alan Cranston
and Republican Paul Gann.
Bergland described his
policy relationship to his
opponents by saying, "I .
111aximize l>ersonal liberties
and minimize governmen
tal control, the exact op·
posite of Cranston,·' While
• Gann is just "a poor can
didate from the Republican
point of view."
"Libertarianism is a
philosophy," he explained.
The relationship of govern
ment and people should be
like the
relations hip
between two people, one of
mutual respect, Bergland
1 said.
This philosophy is ap·
plied, in the party's na
tional platform, establish
ed for its presidential
hopeful Ed Clarke. Accor
ding to the platform, the
s olution to America's ills is
to eliminate most of the
federal bureaucracy. The
Environmental Protection
Agency, the Department of
Energy, even the ational
Park System is on the
party's hit list.
" ow the politicians
take land literally for the
fun of it, for recreational
facilities and wilderness
areas," Bergland said in an
August speech in San Jose.
Orange County already has
its national park, Bergland
said-Disneyland.
But deregulation and the
elimination of government
subsidies are realistic
answers to America's more
urgent problems, Bergland
contends.
" uclear energy is the
classic example of the com·
bination of big busine s
and big government," he
said. The questionable
I safety of nuclear power
would quickly be answered
if power companies were
held liable for the damages
of a nuclear accident,
Bergland said.
"You would find them on
islands, in the middle of
oceans, or buried in the
desert if the companie had
lo take the calculated risk
all by themselves,'' he said.
Bergland predicted if the
Pacific Gas and Electric
..ompany was made to be
!ely re ponsible for the
.iability of the Diablo Ca-

nyon plant, it would pro· and we would be way off
bably never open.
base to even threaten to go
The 44-year-old Costa to war,.. Bergland said.
Mesa lawyer, who has run "Do you want to go to war
for the vice presidency of for Exxon?"
the United States, the
Li be r t a r i an
When
California Senate. At philosophy is translated in
torney General of Califor to votes and his chances of
nia, and is a founding winning, Bergland said he
member of the Orange is often asked what he call·
County Region of the ed "the wasted \ ote ques·
Libertarian Party, applies tion."
th e
"n o n·
same
•· hen peopl ask me,
involvement" to most 'w · I just
wasting
issues.
my vote if I vote for you?'
The Iran-Iraq war was I tell th� he purpose of
partly caused by American casting a vote is to in
involvement in Iran, fluence government, not
Bergland said. But he said pick a winner.
President Carter's "waffel
"By v ting for Cranston
ing neutrality policy" is or Gann the voter is telling
t h e p r o p e r a c t i o n . the politicians, I want
Bergland also warned that more of the same. Vote for
involvement of any kind what you think is right.··
could start another Viet
Bergland reasons that
nam.
even if he doesn't win, his
"It is their petroleum campaign will be a success.

0

A five percent showing
begins to look pretty big· to
the people in W a hington,
he said. But Bergland also
has a goal of awareness. He
wants to make 80 percent
of the electorate aware of
the party. its platform and
its progress.
Bergland cite the suc
cess of Libertarian Richard
Rudolph in the Alaska
House of Representatives.
"One man can make a
difference," he said. In
Alaska the income tax was
repealed largely because of
Rudolph's efforts, he said.
"The Libertarians are
the only one's who raise
the personal liberty ques
tion issues,'' he said. But
and
Repu blicans
Democrats are quick to
hop on the bandwagon if an
issue like tax is introduced.
he said.

Iran planes a�ack
key nuclear center
Iraq
BAGHDAD.
(AP)
Iranian
warplanes
attacked
Bagh dad's
nucl ear
research center Tuesday
in a renewal of the dead
ly air war against the
Iraqi capital. but the
atomic reactor was not
damaged, the french
Embas s y reporte d.
Iraq's inv ion force
was encountering tough
resisistance in I ran'
embattled Khuzestan
province.
The Iranian fighter
bombers also pounded
the city's power station,
killing or wounding
dozens of Iraqis.
In Khuzestan, Iraqi
troops were locki>d in
battle with Iranian
defen ders
ix miles

south of the provincial
capital of Ahwaz, AP
correspondent Jeffrey
Ulbrich reported from
the cene. Ahwaz, 50
miles inside Iran, is
believed to be a key
target of the Iraqi offen
sive.
eventy miles outh
of hwaz, hardpressed
Iranian were reported
till holding off Iraqi
troops at the port of
Khorramshahr and the
refinery city of badan,
both across the hatt. al
Arab estuary from Iraq.
U.
Secretary of
Stat e E dm und S.
Muskie met with Iraq s
foreign ministe·r, Sad·
doun Hammadi, at the
United Nations in ew
Yor k
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THAT'S RIGHT, the nations leading supplier of aluminum
can't. wait for you to graduate!

ALCOA is a stronger enterprise today than at any point in
its recent history. Our continued streng�h and su_ccess
requires a knowledgeable, well-trained, highly motivated
workforce, capable of solving the complex problems of
today and tackling the challenges of tomorrow.
For that reaso n ALCOA is providing a wide variety of
management a�d development programs designed to
foster a work enviro nment in which employees are �n
couraged and assisted in performing, creating, and growing
to their fullest potential.
Over the years, we have attracted men and women whose
highly professional standards set them apart - people
whose e ergy and enthusiasm are unusual, people who
believe in their work and their company.

ALCOA can't wait ... to see you about your career!
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

• METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
POSITIONS OFFER
IMMEDIATE HANDS ON INVOLVEMENT

ll

ALCOA

ON CAMPUS...TUES., OCT. 14
AT THE PLACEMENT OFFIC�
PLEASE SIGN UP IN ADVANCE
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
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City relief group
needs new cash
BY LISA ASATO
Stefl Writer

Consider for a moment
the welfare mother whose
foodstamps are five days
late. Consider the senior
citizen who cannot walk to
the bus bench for a ride to
his doctor's appointment.
Consider the farmworker
who cannot complete his
Medi-Cal form because he
cannot read or v.-rite. Con
sider the student who has
been evicted and has no
place to stay. There is only
one answer to these pro
blems: Grass Roots.
For the past 13 years,
Grass Roots has been serv 
ing the people of San Luis
Obispo County with a per
sonal touch and a minimal
amount of red tape. In a
typical month, there will be
anywhere from 350-500 in
stances where they have
helped their clients. Now
it ·s in jeopardy.
The trouble began in
June of 1979 when the city
o f San Luis Obispo
withdrew its funding. Prior

to that, the city had been
the primary source of fun
ding for Grass Roots.
After many meetings and
appeals with the city coun
cil, the city granted Gras�
Roots S600 a month to
cover rent.
Grass Roots receives
contributions from the city
and county of San Luis
Obispo, Aid United Givers.
CETA and the Senior
Citizen Service Employ
ment Program-which pro
vides salaries for three
employe es-priv ate in
dividuals and the com
munity organizations.
Grass Roots began in
1964 with President Lyn
don B. Johnson ·s "War on
Poverty" Program. Six
outreach centers were
established in San Luis
Obispo County. The main
emphasis of the Grass
Roots offices was that of
aiding and educating the
minority and low income
people of San Luis Obispo
County.
When the federal govern-
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Grass Roots II head Maxine Lewis talks with a client outside the 1371 B Pacific St. office
ment withdrew funding for
the outreach centers, a
group of concerned citizens
peititoned the city of San
Luis Obispo for $600 a
month to run the program.
Grass Roots II, a private,

non-profit human services
agency, was established,
and Maxine Lewis was
named the director.
Since then, Grass Roots
II-now at 13718 Pacific
Street-has been providing

7);�=:;:;;:=::t

a wide variety of services:
citizen advocacy. survival
techniques, transportation
for seniors, emergency
food and clothing, para
legal advice, referrals and
general information. Grass
Roots also sponsors an annual Thanksgiving Din
ner . as well as Christmas
baskets for the needy peo
ple in the county. Clients
are carefully screened to
verify need, and Grass
Roots will help anyone who
qualifies.
Furnished with over
stuffed
cha i rs and
decorated with artwork
�rrt ibuted by grateful
) clie �ts, Grass Roots is an
It'- n�tive to the cold,
ru•=•Cratic welfare ofs.

Engineers:

Follow the Dataproducts path ...
... to success, to professional growth,
and to career fulfillment.
You see, we're the largest Independent printer manufacturer in the world, and we can
provide you with a career that offers much more than ordinary promises.
We intend to continue our solid growth in the coming years, and our policy of promo
tion from within offers you the opportunity of growing with us. We'll encourage you
to exercise your own judgment and Initiative, and to advance professionally at your
; own pace. And with products ranging from thermal printers to sophisticated telecom•
L munications equipment, you'll be assured of continued technical challenge.

,

11 you're a free thinking engineering graduate who is interested in a bright future
with a company that's #1 in its field, please sign up for an interview with your
placement office. Company representatives will be on campus:

Thurs., October 9th

If you are unable to arrange an interview,
please send your resume to:

Susan Chamberlain
College Relations Specialist
Dataproducts Corporation
6200 Canoga Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91365

THE PRINTER COMPANY

An Equal Opportunily Employer
Male/Female/Handicapped/Veteran

Maxine Lewi ha been
the director of Grass Roots
for the past fourteen year ·.
he was one of many who
learned how to read and
write through a program
established by Gra s
Roots during t.he '60 . he
has grown from a woman
who could barely read and
write, to one who acts as a
citizen advocate, at tending
variou hearings, including
landlord-tenant disputes
on behalf of her clients. he
is well versed in law, as
well as dealing with the red
tap e of governmental
bureaucracie ·. he can also
help clients complete their
own divorce papers.
Lewis is a tall woman
with eemingly inexhau, ti
hie energy. One would
think dealing with people's

problems everyday, from
early in the morning to late
at night, would take its toll
afer fourteen years. But
Lewis claims. "I've en
joyed every bit of it; the
hard hip . the frustration,
the tears, the laughter, the
sorrow, all of it. because I
have been there. too ...
When asked about Grass
Root ·s current financial
situation, Lewis says, "The
city picked up the cost of
the rent for a year. This is a
start, but it's not enough if
we 're going to continue.
What good is a vehicle
when you don ·t have
wheel or gas? I hope
through this interview that
someone will read it, and
wonder what they can do
to help. We need office up
pli and our telephone has
to be paid for.··
Lewis di ·cussed the
way in which tudents can
h e l p. ··. ome of t.hc
sororities and campus
club have volunteered to
ma k e p ies f o r o ur
Thank gi ving d i nner.
They've sponsored Hallo
ween canned food drives to
help fill our emergency
food cupboard. \Ve're in
the process of organizing a
spaghetti feed. We need
volunteers for that. \ e
need people who can help
with publicity. grant
writing, fund raising ac
tivities. volunteers who
can help with transporting
seniors.··
Often time,. the pro
blems of the poor are insur·
Please see page 13

Gardeni�g spot still open

tudent, who are still
looking for classe to add
thi quarter will find open
ing in Vegetable Science
250, a course designed to
provide experience in home
gardening.
T h e c o urse allows
students to pend an hour
of lecture and three hours
of lab per week learning to
grow vegetable at home.
fn return. the student
receive two units of cla s
credit.
The cla s meets for lec
ture on \\'ednesdays from 7
a.m. and for labs
to
p.m.
Thursday from 3 t
and Fridays from noon to 3
p.m. It is being offered by
the crop science depart
ment.
The a piring gardeners
who enroll will be assigned
individual plots of land
ju t north of Highland

Drive between Radio
Tower Hill and the crops
unit. eed. tools and water
will be provided.
"There's always been a
lot of enthusiasm among
the students," said in
structor Chuck Atlee.
"r 've never had anyone out
there who felt like they
were wa ting their time.,.
Atlee believes the course
will benefit student
becau e the technique.
thev learn can be applied to
gardens, window boxe or
herb gardens.
Atlee noted. however,
that this i not the cla, to
take just to pick up a cou·
pie ea y uniL. "It. involve
hard ph · ical labor. mak·
ing bed and spreading
manure," he aid.
ienc
50
Vegetabl
oat
wa~created 10 ear a
the demand of student
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Recycling project expand
BY ANGELA VENGEL
Stall Write,

Cal Poly's Ecology Ac
tion club will expand its
present newspaper recycl
ing project to include
aluminum and glass collec
tion.
A project that began
organized
new spa p e r
recycling on campus will be
expanded to campus
dorms, according to Mike
DiMilo, club president.
"Hopefully we'll be able
to start sometime in the
next two to three weeks,"
sai<i PiMilo.
The dorm recycling pro
ject will include the collec
tion and separation of
glass and aluminum as
well.
"I have to get a few pro
posals written and give
them to various ad
ministrators to be approv
ed before we start. They
seem to be very en
thusiastic about the pro
ject,·' said DiMilo.
A representative from
each dorm, who would be
responsible for informing
students and encouraging
their involvement in recycl
ing, is one project con. - sideration. They plan to
put together a slide show
on the project for the
dorms.
"I think the project has a
great potential but I have
no quantitative numbers
on what we expect to col
lect," said DiMilo.
"This will be a trial run.
They've never collected
aluminum and glass on
campus before.''
There are now 20 boxes
into which newspapers can
be dropped for recycling.
There are boxes in the
Snack Bar, the library, the
adroini!ltration building,
the Sandwich Plant and
upstairs in the University
Union.

CSC director
picked recently

University Executive
Vice President Dr. Dale
Andrews announced the
app ointm ent of Dr .
Thomas J. Mueller as
director of the Computer
Science Center at Cal Poly.
Dr. Mueller's appoint
ment was effective on July
I.

Each Ecology Action
club member is in charge of
a drop box and takes the
newspapers to a central bin
on campus. When there is
one -ton of newspapers in
the bin the Environmental
Center of San Luis Obispo
picks up the newspapers.
The dub receives 40 per
cent of the market value of
the newspapers which is
approximately $40 per ton.
The price fluctuates and
should be rising to about
$60, said DiMilo.
"We don't do this to
m·ake money. When you
add up the time that we
put into this project it's
really not cost effective.
We do it for environmental
reasons."
''So far this project has
been a real success when
you consider the promotion
we've given it. We've put
up a few posters. People

seem very supportive."
Last year the club col
lected about one ton of
newspapers each month.
They hope to get 1 V2 tons
each month in 1980·8 l.
"With more promotion
and more bins, we should
be able to collect at least
that much more," said club
member Kate Brovarney.
With the extension of the
program, the club hopes to
place a separate bin for
newspapers, aluminum and
glass at. every dorm.
The club is now
recruiting new members.
With more members the
club can be more suc
cessful, said Brova_rney..
"There's not a lot you
have to do as a member.
We concentrate a lot on
outreach and education ...
to let people know what's
going on in their environ
ment."

ENGINEERING
SUPPLIES

-

,.

Journalism major Don Hughen
rummages about old copies of the
Mustang Daily which are packaged
and bundled for the Ecology Ac•

tion Club. The club will expand its
recycling activities to include
aluminum and glass.
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Hughes Helicopters
is Coming!
We will be on your campus
October 3

-,.
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Careers In motion, that's Hughes Helicopters

• Engineering • Technology
• Computer Sciences

Whatever the field, you can expect opportunity and challenge from
production of commercial helicopters to planning the Army's Ad·
vanced Attack Helicopter.
We offer excellent benefits, salaries, and a path for progress.
If you want your career in motion, see us and discuss your future. For
further information, contact your placement office.

Hughes Helicopters
11940 West Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, California 90230

OH,GOD! BOOK II
GEORGE BURNS
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Good news at market
AHoclaled p,.,.. Willer

Natalie Cole, shown with her son Robbie, is asking smokers to join her and
give up cigarettes for just 24 hours on Thursd�y, Nov. 20. Ms. Co le, daughter
_
of famed composer Nat King Cole, is the chairman of the American Cancer
Society's 1980 Great American Smokeout.

CCC crews fight floodwaters

STOCKTON (AP) - Cracks showed
Tuesday in a narrow, fragile railbed
holding back swirling delta floodwaters
from aqueducts and thousands of acres
of crops, spurring the addition of
another 100 men and women to shore up
the eD\baokrnent.
"We want to get the job done right
away as extra insurance," said Califor
nia Conservation Corps spokesman
Richard Steffen. He said the added
crews, paid by state and federal funds,
were requested urgently by the state's
water resources officials.
The new workers bring to 160 the CCC
crews bolstering the 6½ miles of the
Santa Fe Railroad J11ainJine route
between Stockton and San Francisco.
The rocks are coming from a railroad
quarry in Arizona.
Santa Fe spokeswoman Susan Saltzer
said the rail line under assault was being
watched "hour by hour" with the
possibility it would be closed down if
serious undermining occurs.
She said cracks appeared in the em
hankm"nt, alo'ng with some water pud
dles or "boils" on the dry side.

The Santa Fe "is not going to wait for
a train to fall off the rails before they
close the right-of-way," she said.
In addition, she said, the 20-foot-high
roadbed-with some stretches of rail on
ly four feet above the water-sits on
porous peatland. The worry here is that
the soaked peat could push upward. If
the line goes, she said, Santa Fe would
reroute to the Bay Area on Southern
Pacific tracks.
While hopeful the shoring job would
succeed, she noted that the fill beneath
the rails is composed of "sand and
straw" which can take great pressure
from above, but not side pressure from
tons of winu-whipped tidal waters occa
sionally moving at 10 miles an hour.
The rail line is the only thing holding
back 5,700 acres of floodwaters drown
ing the Lower Jones Tract from another
46,000 acres of harvest-ready farms and
the main aqueducts serving a million
residents of Oak.land and other East
Bay cities. Even if the 4½-foot diameter
pipelines do break, the East Bay has
some six months of water in reservoirs.

Background: farming the islands
STOCKTON (AP) - Farming is a lit
tle different in the maize of rec)aimAd
peat bogs and sediD1'!nt soil west of here
caUed "the islands."
The land would be under water if it
weren't for miles of levees holding back
tributaries of the Sacramento-San Joa·
quin Delta. That fact was re-emphasized
Sept. 26 when a levee broke, flooding
5,000 acres of prime cropland in one
tract.
Farmers in the islands use different
equipment and irrigation methods from
most growers because their soil is so dif
ferent.
"The soil type is very unique in that
area, very fertile, very high in organic
matter which is what makes up peat,"
said Doug Mattes, San Joaquin County
agriculture inspector.
"It's very high in nitrogen and
organic matter so crops do grow quite
easily," Mattes said in a telephone inter
view. "However, it's tougher ground to
farm because of the consistency of the
soil. You have to work it at proper times
or you '11 compact the soil or have it blow
"
away on y ou.
The softness of the peat soil, formed
over millions of years from decomposing
tules, requires specialized machinery
because wheeled rigs "sink right down,"
said retired srower John Zuckerman.
In fact, the Caterpillar tractor was in
vented by Stockton blacksmith Ben
jarnin Holt to provide treads to spread

the tractor's weight for use in the
islands, Zuckerman said. 'Holt got the
idea from Oriental framers on the
islands who put tules on their horses'
hooves so there would be fewer pounds
per square inch.
"On the plus side, the soil is so porous
you can sub-irrigate," added Zucker
man, 70, who farmed the islands for 42
years and whose father was the area's
potato king in the early 1900s.
Sub-irrigation involves siphoning
river water into irrigation ditches,
which flow to two-foot-deep holes called
"spud ditches."
"By controlling the height of the
water in those ditches, the water subs
right across laterally because the
ground is like a sponge," Zuckerman ex
plained.
Salt from delta waters isn't a problem
for growers who manage their irrigation
properly, Zuckerman said.
"There is no salt intrusion except in
very dry years in late summer, and then
people just don't irrigate," he said.
But the blackish, fluffy peat is the
area's best known soil, which people can
see wafting away when a good wind
rises. Most island growers don't live on
their land and some people can't even
live in Stockton because of the peat
dust.
"If you have allergies, peat raises
havoc because it's real fine particles of
organic matter," Mattes said.

A drop in coffee prices helped cut
supermarket bills last month, accor·
ding to an Associated Press market
basket s�ey which showed gr�ery
costs remained steady during
September.
The decrease in the price of coffee
et the retail level reflected lower
prices announced earlier by major
roasters. It offset widespread in
creases in the price of sugar and eggs.
The AP drew up a random list of
food and non-food products and
checked the price at one supermarket
in each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973.
The prices have been rechecked on or
about the start of each succeeding
month. The checklist originally in
cluded 15 items, but chocolate chip
cookies were dropped when the
manufacturer discontinued the
package size that had been used for
the survey.
The latest price check showed the
marketbasket bill went up during
September at the checklist store in
eight cities, rising an average of 1.4
percent, and declined in five cities,
down an average of 2.2 percent. On
an averall basis, the marketbasket
was unchanged during the month,
with increases exactly balancing
decreases.
The September picture was a sharp
improvement over August when the
marketbasket bill went up at the
checklist store in every city, rising an
average of 2.9 percent.
Much of the moderation, however,
was due to coffee prices, which declin·
ed at the checklist store in nine cities.
When coffee was removed from the
totals, the AP survey showed that
the average marketbasket bill went
up six-tenths of a percent during

September.
The price of sugar.which has been
rising steadily all year, took another
jump last month, increasing at the
checklist store in eight cities. The
average price of a five-pound sack of
sugar at the stores surveyed by the
AP was $2.56 at the end of
September, up 80 percent from the
start of the year. Worldwide sugar
production during the 1979-80 crop
year was about 5 million tons less
than it was the previous year. The
1980-1981 crop is expected to show
an increase, but the rise will not be
big enough to meet the demand.
Egg prices, boosted by the drought
and heat which killed millions of
chickens and caused hens to lay fewer
eggs, went up again during
September. The AP survey showed
the price of a dozen eggs increased
last month at the checklist store in
11 cities.
No attempt was made to weigh
the AP survey results according to
population density or in terms of
what percent of a family's actual
grocery outlay each item represents.
The AP did not try to compare actual
prices from city to city. The only
comparisons were made in terms of
percentage s of increase or decrease.
The items on the AP checklist
were: chopped chuck, center cut pork
chops, frozen orange juice concen
trate, coffee, paper towels, butter,
Grade-A medium white eggs, creamy
peanut butter, laundry detergent,
fabric softener, tomato sauce, milk,
frankfurters and granulated suger.
The cities checked were Albuquer
que, N.M., Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
New York, Philidelphia, Providence,
R.I., Salt Lake City and Seattle.

Backers of anti-smoking
bill raise $141,000
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Sup
porters of Proposition 10, a ov. 4
ballot measure to require separate
smoking and no-smoking sections in
most buildings open to the public,
said Tuesday they have raised
141,497 for their campaign.
The total Yes-on-10 contributions
and loans are $410,787, but about
two-thirds of that was raised to
9-ua).ify the measure for the ballot,
91lid campaign treasurer Peter
Hanauer.
Spending totaled $344,414, with
$122,258 spent since July 1, when the
measure had qualified for the ballot.
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No-on-10 campaign spokeswoman
Eileen Padberg said total fundraising
for opponents is close to that of sup
porters so far, but she wasn't sure of
the exa&t amount or of how much
money came from tobacco com
panies. The campaign finance report
was due to be mailed to the state
Tuesday.
Two years ago, when a somewhat
more stringent measure, Proposition
6, was on the ballot, opponents spent
a record $6.6 million in defeating it,
nearly all from tobacco companies.
Supporters raised and spent about
$600,000.
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Faculty unio(1s coming:which is best?
•

(

Is UPC strongest?

CFA: 3 sub-unions

As the time nears for
employees of the Califorilia
State University and Col
leges to select an agency to
represent them in collec
tiv e b a r g a i n in g , D r.
William Crist, president of
the Congress of Faculty
Associations , has been
busy visiting campuses
promoting his organiza
tion.

ment Relations Board will
designate in what manner
the CSUC employees will
be represented. While the
UPC would like to repre
sent all the employees as
one large unit, the CFA has
filed a petition seeking
divisi on of the employees
into three units.

The first unit would con
An election, possibly this sist of faculty, librarians,
spring, will decide if 20,000 department chairmen and
CSUC employees will be managerial positions. The
represented by the CF A, or second unit would be com
the United Professors of prised of "academic sup
California, which is af port people," such as
filiated with the AFL-CIO, health center employees,
or choose not to be nurses and technicians not
d i r e c tly
r e l a te d t o
represented.
academic functions. The
Crist, who spoke to Cal
third unit would be made
Poly faculty members of
o f a l l pa rt-t i m e
up
CFA two weeks ago, told of
employees in either of the
the need to inform other
first two categories.
faculty of the advantages
of the CFA and persuade
In this manner, three dif
them to join the organiza
ferent contracts would be
tion.
negotiated to meet the
Crist said the CF A, af
specific interests of each
filiated with the
ational
group, Crist said.
Education Association, the
Seeking
broad-based
American Association of
faculty input, the CFA
University Professors and
favors the system of
the California College and
department chairs, who are
U n i versity
Faculty
selected by department col
Association, has more to
leagues instead of (!epart
offer because of the com
ment heads, who are ap
mon interest shared by
pointed by the university
the affiliates.
president,
said Crist.
The CF A has objectives Department chairs are con·
firmly based in its affiliate sidered faculty and would
associations and is more be allowed to participate in
clos ely tied to those a faculty union, while
associations than the UPC department heads, under
and its affiliates, said the system at Cal Poly, are
Crist.
considered administrators
Before the election is and could not take part in
held, the Public Employ- collective bargaining.

c o n s i dera tion of the
em p l oy e e s
to
be
represented as one large
unit.
Beecher said the request
of a single unit was made in
hopes of achieving a better
contract through a strong
u n i t.
D i vidi n g
the
employees into separate
units will lead to a weaker
bargaining position and a
less satisfying contract, he
said.
Although the UPC is af
filiated with the AFL-CIO,
and subject to the approval
One bargaining unit in
its main affiliation is the
of the campus president.
cluding
all
20 ,0 0 0 American Federation of
But the proposal also employees of the California
Teachers. Beecher said this
calls for three additional State University and Col
affiliation is a strong ad
steps above the highest leges is the manner in
vantage because there are
paid full professor to be which the United Pro
more college faculty in the
reserved for "distinguish fessors of California would
AFT than there are in the
ed professors," defined as like to see those employees
Na t i o n a l
Ed u c a t i o n
faculty of national or inter represented in collective
Association
which
is the
a
ntional
reputation in their bargaining, according to
main affiliate of the CF A.
field and comparable to Dr. Lloyd "Bud" Beecher,
He said the AIT has had
those earning the same ti president of the Cal Poly
more experience in writing
tle at major universities. chapter of the UPC.
higher education contracts
The proposed top alary
But before the election, than the competitors.
for distinguished pro
On the issue of depart
the Public Employment
fessors is $42,672.
Relations Board will deter ment heads appointed by
There would be only a
mine how those employees the campus presidents and
few faculty members in the
considered administrators,
are to be represented.
entire CSUC system who
While the CFA has filed versus department chairs
qualify for this rank, accor
a petition requesting the selected by department col·
ding to the proposal.
employees be divided into leagues and considered
Funding
for
the
three units separating faculty, the UPC's position
subsequent steps is re
those directly related to is that either way, depart
quested as an additional
ment heads or chairs
sum from the governor as academic functions, those
indirectly
related
to should be considered as
well as through a decrease
faculty and allowed to par
in across-the-board raises, academic functions and all
in
collective
part-time employees, the ticipate
which essentially results in
bargaining.
the same a mount of UPC has )>etitioned for
scheduled additional funds
for the 1981-82 fiscal year,
even if the proposal is not
implemented.
An alternative request
would be the usual across
Author Cynthia Barakatt is a junior
the-board increase with an
journalism major and Mustang Daily
additional sum exclusively
for the steps above present
staff writer.
salary ranges, limiting ad
vancement in the lower
steps
acco r ding
to
available funds.

New salary plan
spawns lawsuit

A new faculty salary
schedule drawn up by the
California State University
and Colleges chancellor
and campus presidents �
spawned an unfair labor
practice suit and a call for
the Chancellor's dismissal.
The salary proposal, con
ceived by Chancellor Glenn
S. Dumke and the campus
p r e s id en t s
will
be
presented as an informa
tion item at the November
meeting of the CSUC
Board of Trustees. It
would increase the number
of steps to reach full pro
fessor at maximum pay.
The proposal calls for a
revision of the current
salary plan to attract facul
ty f r o m
com p e t i n g
business and industry
fields and to provide an in•
centive to maintain and im
prove the quality of
teaching.
While startwg- pay for
assistant professors would
reµ:iain at $17,964, under
tha new plan maximum
pay for full professors
jump
to
would
732-$5,000
more
than
$39,
now is paid to the top
earning professors.
According to the plan, all
faculty who move up a step
toward full professor
would receive a 2.5 percent
pay hike. Advancement
would be based on merit

Please see page 13

The UPC is competing
with the Congress of Facul
ty Associations to become
the exclusive bargaining
a g e n t of the C S UC
employees. An election,
most likely this spring, will
determine whether the
UPC or the CFA will stand
for the CSUC employees at
the bargaining table or
whether the employees will
forego collective bargain
ing and chose no represen
tation.
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Ethnics may play presidential spoiler

EDITOR'S NOTE: Black and Hispanic vot
ers could well us. And then they'll reach up and cast a vote at the top of
prove the turning point in this year's
presidential elec the ticket. That's how the minority vote is going to go
_
tion. �ore than ever before, both groups
are politically this year."
orgaruzed and turned on to local issues and
candidates.
If Brown is right, then the dilemma for Carter and
P S political correspondent Mary Ellen Leary
reports on Reagan is not how to get minority voters to turn out on
ho� �ority leaders see the election shap
ing up, and election day, but how to position themselves on the coat:
theu- view that the presidential candidates
will have to tails of black and Hispanic city counselors, state
ride local coattails to the White House. Leary
also reports legislators and school board candidates. It is an historic
on politics for the London based Economist magaz
topsy-turvy in traditional voting patterns.
ine.
BY MARY ELLEN LEARY
Though it is too early to project voter turnout, there
Pacific News Service
are already some signs that the minorities will not sit out
The evident concern in both the Republican and
this election, as some experts have predicted. In heavily
Democratic Presidential campaigns over the outcome of
Hispanic Los Angeles, registrar Leonard Panish notes
this year's black and Hispanic vote is a telling reminder
that a "normal" 100,000 new registrations have occurred
that Jimmy Carter's 1976 victory was incontestably a
since June, "not a big growth, but not a decline either."
"minority·· victory. The President's huge margin among
Since any growth normally tends to favor the
Third World voters was the one clear factor that sent him Democratic Party, this fact alone could be crucially im
to the White House.
portant to Jimmy Carter, who lost California, for in
This year it is equally incontestable that a wholesale stance, by a mere one percent in 1976.
minority turn-off on election day could send the President
In fact, 10 states with a total of 139 electoral votes
packing back to Georgia. So could a significant minority were in Republican columns in 1976 by margins of less
shift to the Republican column, a possibility that cannot than two percent of the state vote. Another seven states,
be ruled out, given the demonstrated appeal of
Ronald including such key blocks as Ohio, Pennslyvania and Tex·
Reagan·s positions on such i sues as family and economic as, were in the Democratic column by equally slim
revitalization among black and Hispanic voters.
margins.
But the growing clout of minority voters appears to
Since the New York Liberal Party's endorsement of
have changed focus this year. More than ever before, say John Anderson threatens to put that key state into
leaders in the minority communities, voters from those Republican columns this year, President Carter is concen·
communities will be drawn to the poll both on election trating on the South, the Southwest and the West to find
day not by the presidential candidates, but by their own minority support-especially California's 45 electoral
self-interest in local issues and local minority candidates.
votes. The Democratic vote hunters are keenly aware of
· 'There are enough blacks on the ballot to pull our com· the 17 million legally eligible blacks and 11 million
munity into the voting booths," said the popular San Hispanics. And so, of course, are the Republicans.
Francisco state legislator, Willie Brown. "They'll vote for
Consequently. both parties are expending tremendous

"I thought I wouldn't need a
health card either!''

I

effort toward getting their man aboard the increasingly
independent minority bandwagons.
In California, Sen. Ted Kennedy has promised a visit �n
behalf of the President, and Gov. Jerry Brown, who 1s
still "numero uno" among his state's I:fispanic voter_s,
has committed his own political aides to work directly m
the vote rallying effort. Gov. Brown has appointed 417
Hispanics to state posts, and Wally McQuire, a recent
Brown aide is mustering Brown supporters among the
minorities � set up a strong volunteer corps for election
day.
These operatives are certainly aware of the traditional·
ly lower voter turnouts among Hispanics (some 68 per
cent did not vote in 1976, according to the Census
Bureau). But they are also aware that Hispanics are
emerging this year into cohesive political forces, organiz·
ed along partisan lines.
.
.
The Hispanic Republican Assembly, though 1t orgaruz·
ed back in the Nixon era, is suddenly getting strong sup
port from the Republican National Committee in a major
drive to expand. It includes virtually every Hispanic who
held office prior to the Carter era, and is out to double its
present 4,000 members this year.
Led by Los Angeles businessman Fernando Oaxaca,
who served in the Ford Administration, its vitality can be
judged by the fact that three �ut �f the seven new
_
Hispanic candidates for the California legislature are
Republicans.
The Democratic counterforce is called Hispanic
American Democrats (HAD), which now has chapters in
22 states. Its clout is demonstrated by the number of
Hispanics chosen as delegates to the Democratic Convention this year. Four years ago they numbered only 46;
this year there were 310.
Said HAD leader David Lizarrage, a Los Angeles com·
munity developer, "We realized politi<:41 power would n�t
be given to us, so we set out to penetrate the Dem�a.tic
Party system. We are or�anizing, block b)'. block: m city
_
districts, legislative districts and congressional distncts,
to make ourselves felt. We will get Hispanics to the polls
this year."
Other Hispanic leaders credit the recent census with
fueling the sense of political clout among qualified voters.
The campaign to persuade Hispanics to participate in the
census stressed political issues pertinent to low-income
people: government funding of services, unemployment
benefits, urban assistance. "Basically Hispanics will be
guided by bread and butter issues in their votes," said
Esther Estrada, a San Francisco official of the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Educational Fund. "They
may be disenchanted. A few may turn to Reagan or
Anderson, but the majority," she predicted, "will stay
Democratic. And I think they are turned on to voting
now. The census count made them recognize they can
have power."
S�ch views have fueled the skepticism of the Congres·
sional Black Caucus toward Carter. Said Don Hopkins,
an aide to Caucus member Rep. Ron Dellums (D.-Ca.), "A
large number are going to the polls, but not to pull the
lever for the Presidency. They'll be interested in the lower
part of the ticket: local offices and local issues like rent
control."
Nonetheless, President Carter is certain to benefit by
the strong support he is receiving from California's two
big city black mayors, Tom Bradley of Los Angeles and
Lionel Wilson of Oakland. He can also count on con·
siderable suport from the 232 other black elected officials
in California and the 328 black officials appointed by
Gov. Brown.
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at the John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.

Wt: 're looking for e ngineer with the
qualifications and the desire to
contnbute to the growth of the test
and measurement industry.

Get yours before you need it.

Annual Card • $54.00 Fall Quarter Card · $23.00
On sale at
the Health Center until Oct. 17, 1980
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Fluke design , manufactures and sells
precision electronic instruments. Our
annual ale exceed : 125 million
making u one of the leading suppliers
in the te t and measurement field.
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Join u a we move - into the 80's and
into our new Everett, Washington
facility, ju t minute north of Seattle
on 335 wooded acre . We'll be on
campu Monday, October 13, 1980.
Conta t your job placement office for
the exact ume and location.

IFLUKEI
Student Health Services
Student Attars Division
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No more· mergers on horizon
BY KATHERYN
McKENZIE
Special to the Dally

Although four major
changes in department
reorganization took place
over summer quarter.
the re are no more depart·
ment mergers or other
changes planned for the im
mediate future, according
to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs Hazel
Jones.

The first of the four
organization changes took
effect July 1, when an in
tercollegiate department of
athletics was created as an
entity separate from the
physical education depart·
ment, with a separate
budget.
"This was a little dif
ficult. because many
teachers lin the Physical
Educa,t ion department)
coach and some coaches

Newsroom search bill
comes before House

WASHINGTON
IAP)-The House is ex
pected to complete con
gressional action soon
on Senate-approved
legislation to restrict
the use of surprise sear·
ches of newsrooms by
law enforcement agen
cies.

The legislation, put in
to final form by a
con
House-S e n a t e
ference committee, was
approved by voice vote
in the Senate on Mon
day.

It is designed to over·
come the effects of a
1978 Supreme Court
decision upholding a
search of the offices of a
Stanford University

Navy carriers
would be ready

Norfolk, VA. (AP) · The
Navy said Monday a
report indicating seven of
its 13 aircraft carriers are
not ready for combat this
month raises only a "paper
issue" that can be cor
rected if the need arises.
A spokesman for Vice
Adm. GeQ.r� E.R. Kin·
near, commander of the
Atlantic Fleet-based car·
riers. said carrier crews
"certainly would be beefed
up" in time of actual con·
flict. "That's normal," he

said.

I

•

There are seven operational carriers in the Atlan·
tic Fleet and six in the
Pacific. According to a
New York Times report
Monday, only six of the 13
were rated ready for com
bat in September because
of manpower shortages.
Navy spokesmen here
said they could not speak
for Pacific Fleet carriers.
The carriers assigned to
the Atlantic Fleet include
the Nimitz, currently in the
North Atlantic; the Ken·
nedy, deployed to the
Mediterranean Sea, and
the Eisenhower, operating
in the Indian Ocean.
Those are combat ready,
Kinnear's spokesman said,
despite earlier manpower
problems that initially af
fected the combat-ready
status of the Kennedy.
The carrier America is
fmishing its shipyard
overhaul in Portsmouth
and obviously is not
available for combat, said
the s p o kesman . T h e
Saratoga arrives Tuesday
in Philadelphia to begin a
two-year service overhaul,
and the carrier Forrestal is
in limited availability at
port in Mayport, Fla., after
recently returning from a
· -month • Mediterranean
cruise.

student newspaper by
police armed with a
search warrant.

The bill would require
all federal, state and
local law enforcement
officers to obtain a
subpoena-which can be
1n
ch a l l e n g e d
court-when seeking
evidence from writers,
editors. scholars and
others engaged in First
Amendment activities.
The bill also requires
the Justice Department
to formulate guidelines
regarding the conduct
of surprise searches by
federal law enforcement
officials of the property
of anyone not suspected
of a crime.

teach. and it took a while
to get straightened out,"
explained Jones,
The second change was
the merger of the
a er o na u t i cal
and
mechanical engine ering
departments. which also
took effect on July 1. as did
the much-publicized merg·
ing of the home economics
and child development
departments.
Heading the new child
d e v e l o pm e n t-h o m e
economics department is
Dr. France J. Parker.
formerly of
ew York
State University College.
She began as the depart·
ment head al the beginning
of fall quarter.
The final change was the
absorption of the sociology
and
political science
departments into the
School of Communicative

Arts and Humanities. The
departments previously
made up the Division of
Social Sciences. The former
head of the division,
Associate Dean Dr. War·
ren De Ley. has returned to
teaching full time at Poly.
said Jones.
o other changes are
planned at tbis time, said
Jones, unless departments
want them. However, she
said. some of the newly·
created departments may
request that their names
be changed. in order to in·
el u d e t h e d i f f e r e n t
disciplines within the
department. said Jones.
"The changes were kind
of a natural thing to do,"
she pointed out. "The
grouping make sense.'·
Any changes in the
future, said Jones, would
only come after study and
consultation.

Awareness Day

AES-ASAE

The Disabled Student
Services Club is sponsor
ing. an Awareness Day
beginning at 8:30 p.m. Oct
21. in the University Union
plaza. The event is design·
ed to help promote student
awareness of the handicap·
ped.

New and continuing
students in engineering
and agriculture are invited
to the first general meeting
of AES-ASAE at 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 2 in room 122 of the
Agricultural Engineering
Building.

FREE
MYADEC
with this ad

Get 7 days supply
of Theraputic Multi
Vitamins and Minerals

Los Padres
Group Health
Accepted
and Delivered

Bus fare to be on Open Channel

Cal Poly students will
have the chance to voice
their opinion on a proposed
bus fare hike on KCPR's
Open Channel program,
Thursday Oct. 2 at 6 p.m.
Dave Romero, director of
Public ervices for San
Luis Obispo and S lvia
Drucker. member of the Ci·
ty Planning Commission
and Mass Transit Commit
tee will be the featured
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guests. Susan Mee will be
the host.
and
Ro m e ro
Bo th
Drucker will discuss the
proposed 15 cent increa e
proposed for all bus lines.
They will also discuss the
recent cutback in Sunday
service and the problems
that are currently facing
the bus lines.
Calls and questions are
encouraged.

JFrrnrb Q!liuir
Jharmary
1941 Johnson Ave., SLO • 541-5900

In One Step

... you can set your feet on six
paths to career advancement!

When Burroughs recruiters come to your campus, you will be
to discuss career paths with six different divisions, all
in Southern California:

able

COMPUTER SYSTEMS GROUP

in Santa Barbara, Mission Viejo and Pasadena
COMPONENTS GROUP - in Carlsbad
MICRO-COMPONENTS ORGANIZATION - in Rancho Bernardo
PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS GROUP - in Westlake Village
PROGRAM PRODUCTS DIVISION - In Irvine
TERMINAL SYSTEMS GROUP - in San Diego
By dividing our company into groups, we are able to offer the resources
of a major corporation and the visibility of a small creative group. We_
are involved in every phase of information processing, from electronic
calculators to large scale computer systems. And to maintain our place
in this highly competitive field, we are looking for talented men and
women who are interested in challenge.
Our six Southern California groups have openings for graduates in:

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING - Mfg. Systems
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
GRAPHICS COMMUNICATIONS

We offer you an excellent salary with merit increases based on performance.

Our rec111iters will be visiting
your campus on October 14, 1980

To make an appointment, contact your Placement Office. Or, if
you are unable to meet with us at that time, please send your
resume to: Manager, Professional Employment, Western Region,
Burroughs Corporation, 25725 Jeronimo Road, Suite 211,
Mission Viejo, California 92691.

An Equal Opportunity Employer... where people make the difference

Burroughs
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The hot lights and glitter
of Hollywood have been
an Lui
brought to
Obispo, as an Pedro Pro
ductions is currently film
ing the movie "Personal
Be t."
Mariel Hemmingway,
granddaughter of renown
ed author Erne t Hemm
ingway, will star in this
tale of an athlete striving
to win a space on the Olym
pic team.
Caught in action at the
movie s shooting were
(clockwise): Mariel sear·
che through her wardrobe
to find a comfortable pair
of running shorts; Director
of Photography Mike
Chapman points out a
lighting problem to a con
cerned director · Robert
Towne; two set hands take
a break between shootings;
Scott Glenn, recently
featu r ed in
"Urban
Cowboy:• irons out dif
ficulties with one of the
crew and Judy Anderson,
pen t athalon
O lympic
qualifier, takes it easy until
her next scene comes up.

Photos by
Rich Christie
Story by
Tom Johnson
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An original draft of the
proposal marked "con·
fidential" released two
weeks ago bas prompted
the Congress of Faculty
Associations to file an u.n·
fair labor practices suit
with the Public Employ·
ment Relations Board, ac·
cording to CFA President
William Crist.
The suit charges that the
CSUC failed to consult the
state academic senate
before drafting the pro·
posal which violates a past
practices and traditions
clause in the Berman Act
gov erning
c o llective
bargaining.
Although the faculty has
no collective bargaining
agent to negotiate salaries,
the. academic senate has
the right to be consulted
and discuss major changes
in CSUC policy before they
are pr esented to the
Trustees.

An election. possibly this

spring, will decide whether
the CF A or the United Pro
fessors of California will
represent CSUC employees
in collective bargaining or
whether the employees will
forsake collective bargain·
ing and choose no represen·
tation.
Mu1tang Dally-Vince Bucci

he posture of a downtrodden Cal Poly student collapsed in the Computer
ience building reveals the fatigue and anguish the university's controver
ial CAR system has caused to many.

In a press release issued
late last week, Crist said,
"Trying to ramrod this
new merit pay plan before
the election without any of

the traditional prior con
sultation is not in the best
interest of the CSUC and
will only detract from any
effort to reach agreement
on solutions to the pro
blems outlined in the ad·
ministration's proposal."

In an open letter to the
Board of Trustees, the
UPC requested a review of
the Chancellor's perfor
mance over the past
several years.

Although the salary pro
posal sparked the call for
Dumke's dismissal, the
UPC's dissatisfaction with
the Chancellor has deeper
roots.

"Chancellor Dumke has
held the system back when
it could have been growing
and will be an obstacle to
progress in the •sos,"
Kessler said.

"He has failed to ad
vocate the needs and the
The salary proposal also
mission
of the state univer
triggered a call for the
sities. He has contributed
dismissal of Chancellor
to enrollment decline and
Dumke by the UPC. UPC
dragged his feet on affir
President Warren Kessler
mative action. He is not
accused the Chancellor of
the
type of chancellor that
being an obstacle to collec
the largest system of
tive bargaining and said he
education in the nation
felt the salary proposal
needs or desires," said
violated the spirit of collec
Kessler.
tive barg aining before the
election.

Heart disease
can cheat you out
of the best years
of your life.
American Heart Association

County relief program needs more cas�

COSMETIC

t:rompage 8

NAM meeting
The first meeting of the
R e so u r c e s
Na t u r a l
M�gement Club will be
at 11 a.m. Oct. 2 in room
B5 of the Science Building.

word-of-mouth.

ed with Grass Roots. "You
feel good when you can do
something for someone.
I'm not talking about help
ing them from the head, or
with your bands, but from
the heart, giving them a
part of y ou."
The names Maxine Lewis
and Grass Roots have
come to be synonomous
o ver the years. They are
well known over the coun
try, and have spread via

miracle lady. There are
some things I cannot do.
But when you have done all
yoo could, then you've got
peace within yourself. This
is what makes me happy
and helps me to keep go·
ing."

ASI Films

Lacrosse

Ice Breaker

"Electric Horseman''
will be shown at 7 and 9:30
p.m. Oct. 2 in Chumash
Auditorium. The movie is
sponsored by ASI Films

Players and managers
for the Cal Poly Lacrosse
Club are needed. For more
information call Bill Ram
sy at 528-6849.

The Ski Club's first
meeting will be at 7:30 p.m.
Oc t. 7 in C hu m ash
Auditorium.

mountable. Any solution see little children, two and
ee ems temporary at best. three years old playing
While she knows the battle 'Grass Roots.' 'I'm the
against poverty will never Director and you're the
be won, she rarely gets volunteer. I'm the one
who's going to give you
discouraged.
"I know there's someone food,' they say. Helping
to fight my battles for me, one another is srowing
or to make ways for me. within the children. This is
When my work is done what Grass Roots 1s
here, I don't worry about about."
it. If Grass Roots should
stop tomorrow, I won't
Lewi s explained the
worry about it, because I benefits of getting involv-

I

Though sbemight havea
hard time convincing the
people of San Luis ·Obispo,
Lewis admits, "I'm not a
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Scorching Bakersfield
heat awaits Poly soccer

Bakersfield, in its second Angeles and Chapman Col·
The searing heat may be
troublesome in San Luis season of competition, is lege.
Obispo but the Cal Poly off to a sluggish 0-4 start.
Bakersfield heads into
soccer team faces a warm Bakersfield lost to Nor· the Cal Poly game with a
test this afternoon in thridge, Southern Califor· young team as only two
Bakersfield.
nia College, Cal State Los seniors are listed on the
roster. Despite the team's
youth, Cal Poly a,ssistant
coach Terry Mott expects a
tough match.
"Bakerfield promises to
be very strong this year."
Mott said. "They have a
lot of Latin American
players on their team and
the heat will not be much
help for us either."
Bakersfield employs the
slow deliberate Latin
The Cal Poly women's m�t.
American
style of soccer,
cross country team will
Harter is particularly
to
Mo tt.
receive a true test of its proud of his budding pack. a ccor d ing
ability this weekend at the Twenty two seconds Bakersfield runs only if it
Cal Berkeley Invitational.
separated the number two has to.
"Basically Baker sfield
Despite coming off a and five runners at Fresno.
third place finish in the Kraemer finished at 17:45, will be more of a workout
Fresno State Invitational, Amy Harper 18:12, Liz for us in preparation for
coach Lance Harter is ex Strangio 18:05 and Janice Northridge here on Satur·
cited about the season's Kelley at 18:07.
day," he said. "Northridge
prospects.
The top five Poly times is one of this year's top
"People are building up surprised Harter consider· teams in the league."
the Berkeley Invitational ing that two other top run·
The orthridge game on
as the premier meet. on the ners did not compete.
Saturday is scheduled for a
Other results from 7:30 p.m. start in Mustang
Cal Pdly Mustang soccer team faces stiff league tes in Bakersfield today as West Coast," Harter said.
it tries to overcome scorching heat and the home field advantage. Poly will "The meet organizers have Fresno included Irene Stadium.
Alex Crozier has been
assembled what will be the Crowley I 8:54, Lisa Dailey
rely on aggressive play of Randy Cutting (right) to secure the win.
best. from the west for I.his 18:57, Emily Whitney sidelined for the rest of the
year."
19:27. 8velyn Stewart year as he reinjuied a frac·
Included in the meet will 19:31 and Carol Adams ture during the Chapman
College game last Friday.
be No. 3-ranked California, 19:42.
No. 5-ranked Washington,
No. 8-ranked Wisconsin
and Cal Poly which is rated
12th in the nation.
The meet will be a
The Cal Poly water polo
Steve Rigler led the and was selected for the testing ground for the four
team, which is still looking defense with seven blocks, All-American team for top spots in Regional 8 na·
to reach the .500 mark, is with two in 6-on-5 situs· 1980.
tional qualifying, which
has
shaped up to be the
excited about this season tions.
'"He is the best water
East
following its best start
Steve Wright, last year's polo coach this school ever toughest region in the na·
ever.
leading scorer, still leads had and he has devoted hls tion.
w L T
PF
PA
Pct.
Harter is pleased with Buffalo
The team is idle this the team with 10 goals for spare time to help this pro·
4
0 0
96
50
1.000
weekend as it will host the season. Ron Hensel has gram," Cutino said. "A lot the performance of his New England 3
1 0
99
115
.750
Cuesta C ollege next eight and Birnbaum seven.
of the older guys on the team.
1
3
Miami
65
0
66
.750
"As far as our program Baltimore
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
The team is coached by team have gone through
2 0
2
76
85
.500
"This is the brightest Russell Hafferkamp. He four coaches but Russ bas stands for this year. we are N.Y. Jets
4 0
0
72
109
.000
season that we have ever was part of the 1976 U.S. turned this team around way ahead of schedule,"
Central
Harter said. ·• Maggie Pittsburgh
had," said the team's stu Olympic water polo team this year.''
1
117
3
0
67
.750
Keyes and Eileen Kraemer Houston
dent assistant Paul Cutino.
1 0
67
3
64
.750
ran very close to their per Cleveland
"We have won twice as
2 0
78
2
90
.500
sonal bests at Fresno."
many games as last year
3 0
68
Cincinnati
1
75
.250
Keyes,the only senior on
and we still have 15 more
West
0
Harter's squad and a San Diego
games to go."
0
118
4
57
1.000
0
defending All-American, Oakland
Defense has been the
2
82
89
2
.500
0
finished third behind Kim Seattle
team's strongest aspect as
2
75
87
2
.500
0
Schnurpfeil of Stanford Denver
it has only given up 15
3
74
1
100
.250
0
and Joan Hansen of Kansas City
goals out of 51 tries when
4
50
88
0
.000
Arizona.
Kraemer
finished
it was in a penalty situa
National
Conference
The
Troj
ans
replaced
By The Auoclaled Pren
tion, which gives the at
East
Alabama, a 41 ·0 winner Oklahoma, which lost to 12th.
"We are looking to work Philadelphia 3 1 0
tacking team a 6-on-5 ad over Vanderbilt la t Satur· Stanford 31-14 and tumbl·
118 40
.750
on our pack running now," Dallas
vantage.
day for its third win this ed from fourth to 12th.
3 1 0
93
.750
68
Harter
said.
"We
are
try·
ev en
"N o t
t h e season, remained No. 1 in
1 3 0
St. Louis
Texas, a 35-0 victor over
87
.250
99
outs t andi n g national the Associated Press col· Oregon State, went from ing to form our pack N.Y. Giants
1 3 0
72 121
.250
champion teams can post lege football pool announc· seventh to fifth with 1,004 around Eileen and it is Washington
3 0
1
47
.250
76
as good a 6-on-5 statistics ed Tuesday. but. second· points while Pitt remained beginning to take form and
Central
as we have so far," Cutino ranked Ohio tate and No.
4
0 0
o. 6 with 992 points after when it does we will be po· Detroit
1.000
117 41
tent.''
said. "It has been just the 3 Nebraska picked up routing Temple 36-2.
0
2
2
Minnesota
.500
72 106
Keyes
is
back
in
her
All·
little mistakes that have ground.
0
2
2
Tampa Bay
Although idle, Notre
.500
71
83
killed."
Seek in g
3 0
1
an
u n · Dame moved from eighth American form as a rigid Green Bay
.250
47 114
m i s t a k e precedented third con· to seventh with 895 points training program enabled Chicago
little
A
3 0
1
45
.250
87
eliminated Cal Poly from secutive national cham· while Georgia, a 34·:3 win· her to run this meet 25
West
the championship round of pionship. Alabama at· ner over Texas Christian, seconds faster than her San Francisco 3
1 0
104 91
.750
the Whittier Invitational tracted 36 of 65 first-place leaped from 10th to eighth winning time at last year's Los Angeles 2
2 0
108 79
.500
last weekend. Long Beach votes and 1,254 of a possi· with 864 points.
2 0
Atlanta
2
97
.500
82
State ousted Cal Poly from ble 1.300 points from a na·
4
Orleans
0
New
0
Missouri advanced from
68 104
.000
the tournament with :56 tionwide panel of sports 12th to ninth ?.-ith 755
seconds left in the game writers and sportscasters.
points for a 31·7 triumph
when the Mustangs failed
Ohio State, a 38-21 win· over San Diego State, and
Sunday's Games
to make the proper defen ner over Arizona State
orth Carolina, a 17·3 win·
Cal Poly football head Pittsburgh 38, Chicago 3
sive switch.
that dropped the loser out ner over Maryland, jumped coach, Joe Harper will
Cleveland 34, Tampa Bay 27
The team opened the in of the Top Twenty, landed from o. 14 to No. 10.
speak at the weekly sports Dallas 28, Green Bay 7
vitational with a 4-3 loss to 22 first -place votes and
Meantime, three Florida luncheon Thursday staged
Houston 13, Cincinnati 10
Pomona Pitzer. Poly came 1,181 points for a 21-7 vie• teams placed in the Top at
o b Los Angeles 28, New York Giants 7
Hob
the
back and racked up back tory over Penn State, Twenty for the first time in Restaurant, near the 1n•
to-back wins over Claire which fell from o. 11 to memory. Miami, Fla .. tersection of Highway 101 Detroit 27, Minnesota 7
Miami 21, New Orleans 16
mont, 8-3, and the Santa 17th.
Florida and Baylor all and Los Osos Valley Road.
Buffalo 24, Oakland 7
Barbara JV team, 10·5.
Last Week, the count for made the Top Twenty for
Harper will talk about St. Louis 24 Philadelphia 14
The invitational put the the same top three team
the first time this season the victory over Cal Davis
Mustang's season mark at wa 34-26·2 in first-place while Stanford and South last weekend and the up• Atlanta 20, San Francisco 17
4-5. Bill Cadwallader led ballot and 1,215-1.183· Carolina reappeared after a corning game with Fresno Baltimore 35, New York Jets 21
San Diego 24, Kansas City 7
the Mustangs in goals dur· 1,053 in total point
week's absence. In addi tate this aturday night.
Seattle 14. Washington 0
ing the tourney with nine.
Southern California beat tion to Arizona State.
The no-host luncheon,
Bernie Birnbaum
and Minne ota 24-7 and \.Vashington, �1ichigan, -�pon. o ed by the 1u tang
1
Bryan Buck collected three jumped from i o. 5 to Auburn and • 1:aryland all Boo ter Club, will begin
onday's Game
apiece.
dropped
out.
fourth with 1,061 points.
at noon.
e\ • En land 23, Oen er 14

_Sports

Mustangs face test

Defense sparks water polo
in early season victories

Football
Standings

Alabama king
of AP heap

Boosters Club
sets Lunch
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Designated h i tte r con troversy
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N ati onal Leagu e face s now or neve r deci si on
BY VERN AH RENDES
Sports Editor

A baseball takes a funny hop or try this one on for size.
Baseba ll is truly an odd game. I n a strange turn of events
the National League rejected a m otion to add the
des ign ated hitter rule in meeti ngs durin g the summ er.
The rejection o f the propo sal is not what is odd but who
is doi ng the rejecting is what is odd.
The design a ted hi tter, w hich has been used by the
American Leagu e since 1 973, enable s a team to use a
rep lacement ba t.ter for a pitcher each t ime the pitcher is
sch edu led to h i t .
The vote by the N ationa l League :repres entati ves was
the closest t ha t the vote has ever been. The official tally
of the August vote was four in favor of the propos al, five
again st and three abstentions.
A 7-5 maj ori ty is needed to pass the propo sal.
The teams voting agains t t he proposal were Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago , M ontreal and Cincin
nati with absten tions turned in by H ousto n, Pittsbu rgh
and Philadelphia .
Report s follow in g t he meetin g said Philadelphia was in
favor of the proposa l but when it was disclosed that the
rule would not be in effect until l 98l, th.ey decided to wai t
until the winter meeti ngs t o make i ts decision .
But stop and think, who i n the Na tional League cou ld
better benefit from the dPsignated h i tter rule than Los
Angeles, Montrea l , Cincinnati, Houston , Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia?
The rule could onl y add more potency to each of these
club 's offen ses especially with the talent that each of
these clubs possess.
I t is bad enough to have bot h lea gu es using two
separate systems of o ffenses but the longer that su<· h a
dichotomy P X ists I ht> more polarized each league will
become. Tht> two leagues ha ve he<> n able to ha mmer out a
com p romise d u r i ng World Series competition by a l ter
nating each y Pa r.
The die-ha rd a tional Leaguers insist that I.heir game
wiU be poisoned l,y such a proposal when i n all reality the
game could only be i mproved . The strongest ar gument
against. the proposal that I have heard is that the rule
detracts from the a tional League's strategy and fair
play.
As far as stra tegy goes, does it make more sen se to
have a seasoned vetera n who ca n hit . 280 at the pla te i n a
key sit.uation or a pi tcher who hits . 1 1 O'!

San Luis Welding Supply
AU THOR IZED S M I T H D I STRI BUTOR
O X Y G E N . A C ETY L E N E - RA R E GAS E S
N EW 8c

283

lqmpmsnt
;;:s;1331 Archer
S. L . 0.

La Famiglia
Pizzeria

BICYCLES-MOPEDS
Check out our low prices on
Panasonic 12 speed bicycles &
accessories. Mopeds start at
$499. We service a l l makes.
THE M OPED E M PORIU M
541 %5878
2700 B road SLO
(1 0-14)
WELCOM E BACK STUDENTS I
SH you at Mission School
Thrift Shop PHch I B road Mon•
Fri 9-2:30 544-0720.
( 1 0-3)

M E N ! -WOM E N I
JOBS ON SH IPS! America n .
Foreign. N o experience re
q u i red .
E x c e l l e n t p ay
Worldwide travel. Su mmer Job
or career Send S3 for I nforma
tion SEAFAX, Dept 8-1 1 Box
2049 Port Angeles, Washington
98362.
( 1 0·2 )

.

541 -1936

The Park Garage Restau rant
and Sal oo n serves lunch and
Dinner everyday but Monday
Live music every F ri. & Sat.
Roadru n ners Oct. 3 & 4. Monte
M I i is Oct. 1 0 & 1 1 . 1 4t h and M is
sion Sts San Miguel 467-3400.
( 1 0-3)

------------- I

SENIORS Harte-Hanks Com
mu nlcatlonsNan/De Pub l i s h i ng
Company w i l l be on campus Oc
tober 1 0, 1 980 rec ru i t i n g
G ra p h i c Co m m u n icat i on s
g raduates. Sign u p at the Place•
ment Office.
( 1 0-8)

SADDLER Y 1 5 %

I Bring or mention this ·CO UPON I
I
for additional savings
I
I
15 % mstead of 10% off
I
all items in stock
I
I
I 1 5 % Limit one per person 1 5 % .II

Housing

--------------

DEL VAGLIO R EALTY
Small Homes, Condos and land
for sal e In all price ranges. Call
LUISA 543-8075.
(T F }

Lost & Fou nd

The Ship is your Classroom
The World is your Campus
Earn a full semester of credit. Sponsored by the
Universi ty of Pittsburgh . Sail from Ft . Lauderdale,
Florida, February 5, 1981 , to South America,
Alrica, South Asia and the Orient ( around
the world ). More than 60 university courses,
with in- port and voyage related emphasis.
Faculty from University of Pittsburgh and other
leading institutions. Special courses a nd lectures
by visiting area expert .
Porticipat 1on 1,; open to quali fied lil udcnt from 311 accred ited

col l ge end u n i versit ie . emestcr at Sea ad mi t · students
wit hou t l't'gard to color, race or creed . The S. S . Universe is fully
Rir-condi tioned . 1 ,000 ton • regi stered i n Li beria and built in
America . For u free color brochure. wri te: Semester at Seal
U . C. l . S .. Forbe Qu ndrangle. nivers i ty of Pitt. burgh.
Pittsburgh . PA 1 - 26<1

PH O N E

PREG NANT? Need help? We
care ! Call A.L.P.H.A. 24-hr
l lfellne 541 -3387.
(T F)

SIL VERADO SALE
and
TACK SWAP MEET
SAT. OCT. 4 9-5

• 15 % WILSON/S

S I HEET

Announcements

Acounting club

IQdeo

H I G U E RA

Ca l l 5 46-1 1 44

"'"\t�
VS 't� J;i"
'-'
·
"4l/</4\
and
��

!;i·

R E B U I LT W E L D I N G E O U I P T .

FOUND LADIES GOLD WATCH
OUTSI D E G R A P H I C A R TS
B LDG. CALL 544-953-t.
(1 0-1 )
Help I lost a 1 4K gold dolphln
charm near campus. Desperate
to find. Reward. 544-3103.
(1 0-2)
LOST 9/23 GOLD LADIES
A R M ITRON WATCH
Cal l Ramona 544-81 50. Sen
timental value-Reward.
( 1 0-3)

'

Apply Now.
Call (BOO) 854-0195 (toll-tree except California),
(714) 581- 6 770 (Califomia), (412) 624-6021 (Pittsbur,h).

•

SAN

•

R E PA I R

LU I S O B I S PO ,

54 3 - 3 1 0 3

S H OP

CAL, ,.

Classified

New members are needed
A free public accounting
for the governing board of seminar sponsored by the
the University Union. Five Accounting Club will be at
positions have opened up 3 p.m. Oct. 6 in room 220 of
a t the UUBG and applica the University Union . Cal
tions are now available at Poly alumni and current
the University Union infor students are invited. For
mation desk. For more in more informaiton call 54 1 ·
formation call 546- 1 29 1 .
2595.

Nardonne's

Open Everyday
for Lunch at 1 1 am
54 1 -6890
In The Foothill Plaza

leagues are to unite under one system, then this is the
year to decide. A prolonging of the debate can only hinder
progress of the game. The question is not whether one
league will be better than another but whether the
benefits of the designated hitter rule warran t its adop
tion . After seven years, the National League should know
for sure if the designated hitter lives or dies.

Another ar gu ment against the rule that I have heard is
that when a pitcher comes to the plate tha t is the only
chance that the opposing team has to get even .
even.
Realisticall y , the designa ted hiLter rule would a llow
some of the teams in the ationaJ League to solve maj or
personel problems.
The Los Angeles dodgers would be able to keep Rick
Monday 's still active bat in the line-up while keeping his
ailing legs out of the ou tfield. Likewise with the Ci ncin
nati Reds who would be able to keep Johnny Bench slugg
ing away for fi ve more years. The Houston Astros would
be able to let J eff Leonard, a potential superstar. h i t his
way out of a horrible year-lon g slump.
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia are basically in the sa me
boat as their inspiraLional elderstatesmen , Wil bur
Stargell and Pete Rose respectively , could con tinue to be
emotional team leaders and offensive weapons. There is
no telling how long No. 44 could have stayed in San Fran·
cisco if the designated hi lt.er rule had been in effect in the
National League the last five years .
The teams in favor of Lhe designaLed hitter rule, St.
Louis, San Diego , Atlanta a nd new York, with the excep
tion of Atlanta could all ht> crucified by the desi gnated
hitter rule. N ew Yor k . St.. Louis and San Diego are all
looking for a spark t.o get them ou t of the cellars of their
respective divisions a nd the designa ted hitter rule could
keep them in t.he cellar because of the advanta ge gai ned
by the division leading clubs.
I am one o f those who is stuck in the middle of t he
designated hitter deci sion and have yet been unable to
make a decision either way bu t the club representatives
will have to. A ft.er such a close decision this summer. the
fina l decision must be made this winter. I f the two

U U BG
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LOST GOLD WEDD I NG B A N D
O N 9125 N EAR UU & GYM. PAT
TERNEO. R EWAR D CALL A LAN
541 -6584
(1 0.7)

-

Audio Equip.
VISIT AN H I STORIC
800 800
N EAR YOU YOU !

( 1 0·3)

For Sale

-

3 CHEAP DR ESSERS-$5, 20 &
30. CALL DAYS 546-2407 .
(1 0-1)

----------- ■
Standard 6-foot dorm loft for
sale at $49.95 call Don 544-8074
(1 0-3)

PLAYBOYS
1966-1 973 50c EACH
MAR K 543-5493.

CALL
(10·3)

H elp Wanted

SING I N G POSITION Bass and
Ten o r Choir Section Leaders
wanted Ford Church in Arroyo
Gra n d e paid p osition. 543-6244
or 543-4366.
( 1 0-2)
EARN EXTRA CASH
Rap i d ly growing international
company needs 5 men-5 women
to expand local operations.
Now interviewi ng ambitious
peo p l e w i t h ma n ag e m e n t
potential. Appointments call
466-861 5.
( 1 0- 1 0)
Addressers wanted Immediate
ly! Work at home - no ex
perience necessary -excel lent
pay Write
National Service
904 1 Mansfield
Suite 2004
S hreveport, LA 71 1 1 8
(1 0-24)
AI R LINES
Ma1 o r airl ines are now hiring for
the fol lowing opportunities:
FLIGHT ATTEN DANTS
TICKET AGENTS
RAMP & BAGGAGE PERSON
N EL
C USTOMER SERVICE
R ESERVATIONS AGENTS
CLERICAL POSITIONS
I ndividuals i nterested in apply•
I ng with these airli nes com
pani es must be career orie nted ,
have a public relations per
son a l i ty, be w i l li ng to travel if
req u i red. and be In good health.
For further i n formation on how
to I mmediately appl y directly
with t hese m aj or airl i nes com
pan i es. write to:
TRAVELEX, I NC.
ATTE N : Airl i nes Appl i cation
I nformation
3865 South Wasatch Blvd.
Suite 1 01
Salt Lake City, Utah 84 1 09
Please Indicate brief ly you r
background, w hat airlines posi·
t ion(s) you a re i nterested in ap
plyi n g for a n d e n c lose a
stamped,
s e l l-a d d r e s s e d
envelope s o that you may
received further Informatio n as
to what steps to take so that
p ossible I nterviews m i g ht be ar
ra nged by these airli nes. A l l ma•
Jor a i rl i nes companies are
EQUAL OPPO RTU N IT Y EM
POLYERS.
( 1 0-3)

Services

SECRETARIAL SERVICES
We type resu mes, term paper
senior projects. Ca ll Wagner
Secretarial Service 544-81 63,
(TF)
Typing very reasonable. Error
free ovemlte service If under 20
pgs. Susie 528-7805.
(TF}
TYPIST Sr. project s. reports ,
etc. Engineering & math 1ym
bols. Xerox copie s 4 cents . Call
Vicki 772-1 375 or 528-68 1 9 evH.
_(TF)
LAST M I N UTE TYP I NG?
W i l l pick up and de l iver. Linda
489-4431 After 5:30.
(TF)
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IT's PISGusnNG THe

The renters' dilemma

WAY �eMAW AAS Re

You JUST CAtfT LISTeN

That's depressing. Home ownership once meant security.
It meant guaranteed shelter, guaranteed and fixed monthly
payments. Now even that's changing. State-chartered sav·
ings and loan institutions have been given the power to offer
variable-rate mortgages. So now mortgage payment fluc
tuate from month-to-month, too. "Owning" your own home
(now only the rich have clear title to their homes) now offers
no more security than do landlords.

This is disturbingly un-American and the people who profit

from it are the wealthy speculators.

-

long letters will not be printed.
The Mustang encourages readEµ's' opi·
nions, criticisms and comments on news
stories and editorials.
Press releases must be submitted to.
the Mustang at least a week before they
should be run. All releases must include
phone numbers and names of the people
or organizations involved, in case fur.
ther information is needed.
Editors reserve the right to limit, con·
dense, rewrite and edit press releases
•

General Manager ......... Ardis Johnson
Student Ad Manager ........ Steve Willard
Printed on campus by
University Graphics Systems
Publications Manager ........ Lou Correia
Web Manager .............. Mike Tlllisch
Typographies Mgr ......•.. Dan Parkinson

EMSCUIMER: Advertising material printed heretn solely
tor Informational purposes Such printing is not to be
construed as an expressed or Implied endorsement or
verification of such commercial ventures by Ille Jour
nalism Department or California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo.
Publlshed four times a week during the school year except
holidays and exam periods by lhe Journalism Departmenl,

Calllom,a Polytechnic St ate Universily. San Luis_ Obispo,
Callforn,a Printed by stuaents majoring in Grapl!ic
Communt<;atlons. Opinions e•pressed In lh,s pape, in
signed editorials and articles are the views of the wrtter
and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the staff
or the v,ews of the Joumallsrn Departme nt nor olf,clal
opinion. Unsigned editorials reflect the majority ,new of
the Mustang oa,iy Editorial Board.

Advertising rates on request, 546-1144, or
Mustang Daily office, Graphic Arts Building,
Room 226.

Alf1llated with Reader's Digest Fund and San Francisco
bamine, Benefit Fund Member Califomla Intercollegiate
Press Association Member ot Assocaaled Press.
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Noon NOTA

Predictions of doom for the real estate boom have not been
borne out. More and more people are spending increasingly
larger chunks of their income for housing. In a report released
without fanfare recently, the U.S. government said nearly 45
percent of the country's renters qualify for government
assistance and don't know it.

Editor .................. Andrew Jowers
Managing Editor ........... Tom Johnson
Editorial Assistant ........ Karyn Houston
Editorial Assistant ........ ..... Joe Stein
Sports Editor .......•..... Vern Ahrendes
Photo Director .............. Julle Archer
Circulation .....•............ Jim Linden
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Letters

Something is wrong here.

Mustang Daily
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NUCLEAR WARJ/

And rent control doesn't work, either. In New York City,
landlords are dodging Depression-era rent controls by selling
their property to their tenants-for tidy profits. In one
documented case, the couple's rent for their one-bedroom
apartment went from $250 to more than $1,000.

ph

. ve

RACf

Attitudes in the United States are different. Homeowners
are held in high esteem; renters are not. Landlords
discriminate as they please almost to spite federal arbiters of
toothless anti-discrimination laws. Many landlords don't
want blacks, poor people, children, pets or the elderly.
Landlords can always raise rents to drive out or keep away
certain tenants.

...

st

TO A MAN WHO IS A
sTAND WANTS A

It's a hard pill to swallow. Renting in San Luis Obispo and
in the rest of the country is a horrible experience uncommon
in most European countries where renters are close friends of
their landlords and occupy small flats for decades.

Editors reserve the right to edit let·
ters for length and style, and to omit
libelous statements. Letters should be
kept as short a.s possible. Inordinately

I

'

And he says that's cheap.

Letters and press releases may be sub·
mitted to the Editor by bringing them
to the Mustar,g office in Room 226 of
the Graphic Arts Building, or by sen
ding them to Editor, Mustang Dai,ly,
GrC 226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA
93407. Letters must include the writers
signatures and telephone number.

f

SoRTCD To BLATANT,
Lres AND MIJPSLIH61N

T�ousands of us at Cal Poly rent but look forward to even·
tually owning our own homes. Home ownership, however, is
fast becoming a pipe dream. By the admission of San Luis
Obispo's OW7' mayor and longtime realtor Lynn Cooper, one
cannot acquire a house in the city for less than $100,000.
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Editor:
To paraphrase a statement given in
your opinion page on September 30, as a
reader, it's bard to imagine how a
member of the journalism profession
could have so little understanding of our
political process.
While the media may not give the
small-party candidates their due
amount of exposure, it is the respon·
sibility of those "sanctimonious" jour
nalists (other than himself I presume) to
give their opinions to guide the public in
its choice, for it is the job of those jour·
nalists to know the issues and can·
didates and to report on them fairly and
accurately. Since it is impossible for
every voter to know personally every
candidate and to fully understand each
issue, he/she turns to friends, organiza·
tions such as the League of Woman
Voters, information put out by the can
didates, and the Media.
In the process of informing you, they
are correct in saying that you should
vpte for one of the candidates listed (or a
qualified write-in candidate), for our
political process involves choosing the
best person among those on the ballot. I
do not agree with the people who would
like to see "None of the above'' listed on
the ballot, because I don't see how
OTA is going to run our country for
the next four years.
President Carter keeps telling us that
a vote for Anderson is a vote for
Reagan, in short he is saying that you
are wasting your vote on Anderson. But
a vote is a precious thing and cannot be
wasted when it is used. For if a vote is
"wasted" when it is given to a loser in a
contest, by 1 percent of the vote or by
49 percent of the vote, and votes should
never be "wasted," then we should all
vote for the winner while we elect
him/her. How's that again?
But a vote IS wasted when the person
eligible to vote doesn't or votes NOTA.
For by doing so he is allowing others to
decide the issue for him. and does
nothing to change how things are. But
voting for a small-party candidate is
never wasteful, for that can force
change even when the candidate isn't
elected. Complaining about the present

administration is a privilege of those
who participated in the preceding elec
tion; not those who did nothing.
And to those who feel that one vote
doesn't matter, you can campaign for
the person you like, or you can run for
an office. That is bow to make change,
not just complaints.
Finally, I am appalled by Mr. Stein's
statement that only an informed voter
has the "right" to vote. For most of our
history this nation has limited the £ran·
chise for just as bad of reasons: because
they were female, or poor, or couldn't
read, or weren't landowners, or were a
member of an ethnic minority.
So now Mr. Stein, in effect, would you
like to see a test given before you could
vote to see if you are informed enough to
have the privilege of voting. A privilege,
not a right, because anytime you put
restrictions on an act it isn't, and can
never be. a right.
The right to vote is just that, you may
go to the polls and cast your votes
however you feel like doing so. You have
a responsibility to be informed and to
vote to the best of your ability, but we
cannot judge a person who wishes to
vote by chance, only those who don't
vote by choice.
So on November 4th, vote for the
person who YOU decide on, and also the
issues that will be put before you. A
right is nothing if you don't use it.
John M. Peterson

Madonna rape
Editor:
Your article on rape in Monday's
paper prompted me to read every word
in the Madonna piece. In the next to last
paragraph reference is made to Madon
na Mountain. This is an error.
I presume that there is a piece of
paper in the county records office which
notes that Mr. M adonna owns a large
portion of San L°;IB MountJt!n, inc!ll:ding
the portions which were msens1t1vely
bulldozed. As to the matter of "true
ownership"; that is, stewardship of San
Luis Peak; that is the responsibility of
all of us who look at the peak each day;
not Mr. Madomta 's alone.
Charles Quinlan
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